
ROLE AGE/SPECS AUDITION DIRECTIONS:

CYNTHIA (wife of Person 

in Recovery)

35-34, Black She’s low-key, not overblown and seems like a great Mom 

and steady wife. For audition: She’ll be bringing the kids to 

softball practice to meet the Dad who is the coach and 

coming from work… just nice smile and maybe quick kiss 

hello to hubby and casual chatting to girls … pleasant, natural

CO-WORKER of Person 

in Recovery

20-early 30s,

Male, Any 

Ethnicity

Miles is seen interacting with a 20s-early 30s male co-worker 

in a blue collar or light industrial setting. For audition: This 

guy may walk up to his bosses truck as it pulls into the job 

site with a friendly nod, could be going over blueprints on the 

hood of the truck… listens and nods, is a “mans-man” 

construction worker… again, just natural

YOUNG KIDS 5-9, Black or Bi-

Racial

Charlotte and Amayah: Miles’ two children, about 5-9 yrs old. 

Most likely both daughters, but also open to a boy and girl.  

For audition: pretend to be hustling out of the car to get to 

softball/baseball practice chatting away with mom, animated 

but natural.  Can just ad-lib the dialogue to mom.

TERESA (Daughter in 

Recovery)

25-35, White, 

Female

Teresa: Brenda’s daughter, who has an Substance Use 

Disorder. She’s a small town whitle woman in her late-20s-

early-30s. She has lived in recovery for several years and has 

rebuilt the bridges she has burned with Brenda at the depths 

of her disease, 6-8 years earlier.This person MUST be 

comfortable with DOGS as she’ll have one as her trusty 

companion in the spot… And it will likely be a larger breed so 

anyone allergic to dogs should not audition. If anyone wants 

to audition WITH their own dog, have at it. We’re looking or 

more of a medium or large dog that might be a rescue or 

other, even a cute pit bull type is fine…  For the audition: This 

gal will be getting out of her car with dog in tow and greeting 

Mom and giving Mom a hug… 

TEEN version of TERESA 13-16, White, 

Female

For audition, she might be braiding her hair in the bathroom, 

sitting on a bed in her room playing guitar or painting a wall 

in her bedroom.  Just natural, teenager.  You can ad-lib 

dialogue if you'd like.

AUDITION NOTES/DIRECTIONS FOR EACH ROLE
SLATE - Say your name and agency and have a full length body shot. Also, please show any tattoos or 

piercings (aside from ears) that might be visible if you were wearing a sleeveless shirt or short 

dress/shorts. For the actual audition, it can be more of a medium shot, chest up, so we can clearly see 

facial expressions, etc.  



KID version of TERESA 5-9, White, 

Female

She's a goofy kid, maybe talking into a fan to make funny 

noises, making funny faces in the mirror or farting noises with 

her mouth, etc.


